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Abstract. Due to the slow-down of Moore’s Law and Dennard Scaling,
new disruptive computer architectures are mandatory. One such new approach is Neuromorphic Computing, which is inspired by the functionality of the human brain. In this position paper, we present the projected
SEC-Learn ecosystem, which combines neuromorphic embedded architectures with Federated Learning in the cloud, and performance with
data protection and energy efficiency.
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Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) have achieved remarkable success in a wide range of products from Industry 4.0, over automotive,
consumer, logistics, IoT to smart health applications. In most cases, these AI applications execute on conventional computer architectures like multi-core CPUs
or GPUs. However, the computationally and memory-intensive algorithms for
?
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Fig. 1: Sensor Edge Cloud Computing Approach

the realization of neural networks are pushing these conventional computer architectures to their limits in terms of performance and energy efficiency, due
to the gradual decline of Moore’s Law and Dennard scaling. Further significant
performance leaps will therefore require new, disruptive approaches that at least
partially depart from today’s prevailing von Neumann architectures. In addition
to these technical challenges, the limited availability of training data, which is
often subject to data protection rules, is an obstacle for many data-intensive
applications.
A solution for this problem is to move AI applications to mobile and edge
devices, which ensures that the data stays under the control of the users. This
requires careful consideration of the load profiles of specific AI applications. For
example, during normal inference operation, a neural network typically requires
only comparatively little power. Training, however, requires a high amount of
computational resources. If the inference has to occur locally whereas the training is to be done for instance on GPUs within a data center, the communication
overhead and the energy consumption will increase significantly. Consequently,
an alternative is to perform the training in the edge devices, too. This transfer
of computation from the cloud to the edge is a growing trend: It is expected that
in 2025, the edge AI chipset market will overtake the cloud AI chipset market
for the first time11 . In order to leverage AI and ML on edge devices, local training and inference needs to be supported by new energy efficient neuromorphic
processor and memory architectures. Keeping the raw data at the edge, where
it originates, without transferring it to the cloud for processing not only optimizes network use, but is also the only way to meet ever-increasing data security
and privacy requirements, prevent misuse, and ensure acceptance of distributed
11
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applications. The development of specialized neuromorphic hardware promises
significant savings in energy consumption, space requirements, latencies and,
in sufficiently large quantities, much more cost-effective solutions. In particular,
the use of new Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) technologies [5] and Spiking Neural
Networks (SNN) [29] offer the potential for significant improvements.
Despite the clear advantages of local data processing in the edge, the training
of a complex AI system typically requires too much data to keep the training
completely local. Federated Learning (FL) [31], however, offers the ability to
train the AI models locally and only feed back improved parameters, i.e. the
result of local training, to all connected endpoints via a cloud service. Therefore, AI applications in all nodes share the workload, and still benefit from the
learning success of all participants without having to transfer potentially sensitive raw data to the cloud. The realization of FL therefore requires an ecosystem
that combines neuromorphic hardware accelerators for energy-efficient inference,
accelerators for local training, and a cloud connection for aggregation and distribution of model updates from and to the users. This technology stack spans
all layers from the cloud to the software and hardware levels on edge devices,
and further down to the level of individual transistors and memristors.
In this position paper, we present for the first time a holistic approach to
tackle the difficult challenge of developing such a complex edge cloud ecosystem
for homomorphically encrypted FL with SNNs. This concept, called SEC-Learn,
is schematically illustrated in Figure 1. We focus in this work on the description
of the different levels of the technology stack (cf. Figure 2), and the overall
ecosystem architecture.
The paper is structured as follows: Chapter 2 gives an overview of related
work and the state of the art. The main Chapters 3 to 5 depict each layer of
the SEC-Learn ecosystem from the cloud to the memristor, putting emphasis on
topics like FL, model aggregation, and edge computing - and outlines challenges
and solutions of scaling and efficiency. Chapter 6 presents a virtual prototype
and a neural network search tool for the virtual engineering of the SEC-Learn
ecosystem. The paper closes with conclusions and considerations on future work.

2

Related Work

In this paper, we focus on Neuromorphic Computing (NC) [5] as a key enabler
for small embedded edge cloud systems and FL. NC, after several decades of research, has recently seen a resurgence due to the success of deep learning. Besides
digital accelerators for conventional Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), such as Intel’s Movidius/Myriad chip [33], Google’s Tensor Processing Units [19] or MIT’s
Eyeriss processor [7], a growing number of neuromorphic chips target SNNs instead and make use of analog or mixed-signal design. Many of these designs make
use of in-memory computing with non-volatile storage cells such as memristors,
which is seen as a key technology for overcoming the von Neumann memory
bottleneck [16]. One major European initiative, the Human Brain Project [30],
aims to provide new tools to better understand the brain and its fundamental
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Fig. 2: Technology Stack for the SEC-Learn Ecosystem

mechanisms, and to apply this knowledge to advance the medical and computer
sciences. The Human Brain Project therefore develops two hardware-based NC
platforms, BrainScaleS12 , and SpiNNaker [12]. The BrainScaleS system uses a
mixed-signal approach, employing analog electronics to model up to 1 million
neurons and 1 billion synapses, as well as digital communication protocols to
model their connections and inter-cellular communication. The SpiNNaker system, by contrast, is a massively parallel, fully digital computing platform targeted at neuroscience, robotics, and computer science applications. Both systems
comprise the development of hardware accelerators for SNN models, with a long
history in neuroscience, but have only recently seen applications in ML. Other
prominent approaches in this field include IBM’s True North architecture [32],
Intel’s Loihi [10] and Brainchip’s AKIDA13 .
The use of SNNs is particularly appealing for hardware development, because it allows to combine the benefits of analog in-memory computing, namely
area, latency and power-savings, with those of digital communication, namely
improved reliability and better scaling (see also 5.1). However, the event-based
operation of SNNs defies conventional training methods and poses a challenge
for numerical simulation, and hence, comparatively few mature software tools
are available (notable exceptions include NEST [13], Brian [14] and Nengo [1]).
While some gradient-based optimization methods, such as surrogate gradient
training [34], do exist for SNNs, the prevalent approach for “training” SNNs
is therefore the direct conversion of conventional DNNs to SNNs, after being
trained. This approach was shown to work remarkably well even for large neural
networks [37], and it integrates well into our FL-framework.
FL was proposed as a method to mitigate the security and logistical concerns of storing large amounts of sensitive data in a centralized data center.
Instead of storing data centrally, McMahan et al. [31] proposed the FL approach
which allows data to remain on distributed devices by training a shared model
12
13
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through the aggregation of weight gradients from models trained locally on the
edge devices. To aggregate the weight gradients the authors proposed federated
averaging, which performs element wise averaging of the weight gradients from
participating devices. Kairouz et al. [21] presented a comprehensive overview of
FL and its associated challenges. Two of the main challenges for FL include the
communication over unreliable networks, and local datasets that are statistically
dissimilar, or Not Independent and Identically Distributed (non-IID), between
edge devices due to the heterogeneous nature distributed data collection.
To address these challenges, Sattler et al. [36] proposed to replace the standard federated averaging with an approach that combines sparsification and
quantization, called Sparse Ternary Compression (STC), for both upstream and
downstream communication. In addition to reducing communication bits and
training time, the authors claim that sparsification methods such as STC outperform federated averaging for non-IID data. Hsieh et al. further evaluated the
challenges of non-IID data with FL [15]. They identified problems with the batch
normalization layer, a common layer in many DNN architectures, and proposed
to use group normalization [43] instead. Similarly, to address the problems of
non-IID data, Sattler et al. [35] proposed a clustering operation to group similar clients (edge devices) based on the cosine similarity of the weight gradients.
The previous methods have focused mainly on image or text-based tasks. To our
knowledge, the only known research or practical applications of FL in the audio
domain are limited to Keyword Spotting (KWS)14 [25, 3]. To foster research in
FL and Sound Event Detection (SED), Johnson et al. [18] proposed new FL
specific datasets for SED in urban and domestic environments.

3

The SEC-Learn Ecosystem - From Cloud to Memristor

The SEC-Learn ecosystem combines major concepts of NC with FL. For this
disruptive approach, we consider the complete technology stack from cloud, via
edge devices, down to the memristor level. Figure 3 illustrates the functional
architecture and data flows of the proposed SEC-Learn ecosystem. It is essentially divided into two subsystems: (1) the Cloud, which combines and integrates
learned knowledge from the field, enabling FL, and (2) the Edge Devices, which
operate locally in the field and can learn autonomously, resulting in reduced communication with the cloud and bypassing the transfer of individually identifiable
sensor data to the cloud.
In normal operation, the neuromorphic SNN core in the edge device continuously performs inference operations on incoming data, enabling applications
that rely on continuous data processing. The key metric for this inference system is energy efficiency, which is the reason why low-power SNN structures are
used. The training core, designed as High Performance Computing (HPC) core,
realizes the local training based on collected data to continuously evolve the AI
application in the neuromorphic core. This local training in edge devices reduces
communication and computational overhead in the cloud, resulting in massive
energy savings. To enable FL and boost the training success, the training core
14
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Fig. 3: SEC-Learn Ecosystem

transmits locally learned parameters of the associated NN models to a cloud
application that combines, and integrates the federated learned knowledge. New
parameter sets are sent back to ecosystem participants, and therefore everyone
benefits from each other’s experience. As the training process is very computation intensive, the HPC core will have a high power consumption. Therefore,
the training process, the communication with the cloud, as well as the updating
of the weights in the SNN are performed infrequently compared to inference in
order to ensure the energy efficiency of the edge device and thus of the entire
ecosystem.
As pilots, we implement the following use cases with the SEC-Learn ecosystem:
– Sound Event Detection (SED) and Keyword Spotting (KWS) are
the detection of a predefined set of keywords or sound events from a continuous audio stream. Both are growing research fields with application scenarios in domestic and urban monitoring [18], as well as industrial sound
analysis [17] for SED and command control or wake word detection of smart
devices for KWS. Typically, these scenarios require recording devices that
are constantly on, calling for energy efficient solutions. FL has the possibility
to greatly improve the performance of SED and KWS algorithms that are
used in heterogeneous environments with distinct acoustic conditions, and a
variety of voices and accents. In addition, it can support distributed learning
even in the domestic and medical domains, which are both highly sensitive
with respect to personal data sharing.
– Autonomous Driving: Self-driving vehicles require a robust understanding
of the environment. This includes the reliable detection of relevant objects,
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estimation of the pose and (future) trajectory of other traffic participants and
the anticipation of potentially dangerous situations. However, providing the
required computing resources for the demanding tasks of computer vision and
sensor fusion is still a major challenge. Additionally, fully automated systems
have to reliably operate in a wide variety of contexts and environmental
conditions. Therefore, despite the availability of public data sets for various
perception tasks many unforeseen edge cases still remain. Local improvement
of existing models with new data can overcome this limitation, while sharing
the learned parameters ensures that all vehicles benefit from scarce events
only experienced by very few of them.
To enable the development of system functions while the overall system is
not available yet, we develop a virtual prototype (c.f. Section 6). This enables
the provision of a virtual integration environment that continuously evaluates
the performance of Next Generation Computing (NGC) components in virtual
application contexts and sets parameters for subsequent hardware realization. In
the following chapters we will describe the aspects of the SEC-Learn ecosystem
in more detail following the path of the technology stack shown in Figure 2.

4

Cloud and Federated Learning

Some of the most promising AI applications require the collection of vast amounts
of data by a large number of independent edge devices. Typical deep learning
methods require large centralized datasets for model training, posing significant
security and logistical challenges. However, in many cases this data has to remain private. Transmitting it to a central cloud service that realizes training is
therefore not feasible. Furthermore, the continuous stream of large amounts of
raw data would put a significant load on communication networks. To still enable the training of AI applications with this data, training has to be performed
on edge devices, as it must be ensured that the raw data never leaves the device.
FL [31] offers an attractive approach to mitigate these concerns: Instead of
sending private data to a centralized data store, FL performs model training
directly on many edge devices using locally stored data. The edge devices then
share only their updated parameters with a coordination server, which aggregates
the shared parameters to update a global model, without the necessity of sharing
the actual data. The new global model is then transferred back to the edge
devices. This process continues until convergence, or indefinitely if new data is
continuously acquired [21].
SEC-Learn will furthermore apply FL to ensure that all ecosystem participants benefit from the shared training efforts. It is based on a cloud-based model
aggregation service that combines training data, and provides in regular intervals updated parameter sets for the SNN on edge devices, therefore gradually
increasing the quality of the AI applications on the edge.
In [18], we introduced two novel data sets to foster research in FL for SED. To
better understand the effects of previously identified challenges associated with
non-IID data in FL, we included both IID and non-IID training sets for each use
case. Additionally, we contributed the evaluation of three baseline neural network
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architectures. The results showed that while FL is a promising approach for SED
it is prone to challenges with non-IID data similar to previous FL research [15,
36].
In real world environments we can have thousands or even more edge devices,
of which only a subset may be available during the training procedure. Therefore, we need a fault-tolerant, dynamic runtime environment for handling these
circumstances. For this reason, we developed a FL runtime called Fed-DART,
which is based on an industry-proven distributed platform for high-performance
systems. It enables high scalability on a wide range of participating devices and
provides the needed fault-tolerant and dynamic runtime environment. The user
can easily implement FL methods without having to deal with the complexity of
distributed computing. This is achieved by separating the algorithms from the
technical infrastructure. Fed-DART is device-independent and therefore supports
a wide range of application options. Furthermore, the integration of Fed-DART
is independent of the ML framework used. The user must only write executable
Python code for the edge device training procedure and the global aggregation
method for the cloud. Fed-DART easily and conveniently integrates into this
code by including the respective pip package. The FL runtime is then responsible for the communication exchange and scheduling to the edge devices. In the
cloud we define the needed devices for the FL round of a given (valid) task,
and the function specified for the task is executed on available edge devices. The
current status of the learning progress and the result can be queried at any time.
Fed-DART runs in background, is non-blocking and supports multiple types of
device populations, which allows to start a local training on specific or randomly
selected devices. Fed-DART will run on the SEC-Learn edge device HPC cores.
Once deployed, the SEC-Learn Cloud will have to collect, integrate and redistribute model updates proposed by each edge device based on its individual
experience. Even if only the local parameters, and not the training data, are
shared with the cloud, it might be still possible to derive potentially sensitive
information about the edge devices, by performing so called Inference Attacks. A
second relevant attack category are Model Poisoning Attacks, where a potentially
malicious or malfunctioning edge device manipulates the aggregated model by
sending invalid model data to the cloud.
For the first (passive) attack, nearly all participants could be potential attackers: the cloud aggregator, one or several colluding edge devices or even the
end user of the resulting system. For the (active) model poisoning attack, the
focus is set on the edge devices and the cloud. For every application scenario,
the sensitivity of the processed data will be assessed to choose the right defense mechanisms, overall there are two promising approaches to mitigate such
attacks:
– Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE): Encryption schemes that allow computations on the ciphertext without decrypting it first. This allows the edge
devices to send the model data encrypted to the cloud, while the aggregator
is still able to compute a global model without access to the plaintext model
data.
– Differential Privacy (DP): By adding noise to the data sent to the cloud, it
is not possible to link back the data to an individual edge device. This helps
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to prevent that sensitive data is sent to the cloud in the first place, but also
potentially makes it harder for an individual attacker to “poison” the model.
Both approaches have downsides in making things computationally more expensive and also potentially degrade the overall system performance. With the help
of the virtual prototype (cf. Section 6) we will explore the design space of FHE
and DP in the respective application scenarios, in order to ensure that security
and performance goals are met.

5

Edge Device

As mentioned before, given the vast amount of data captured by each edge device
in our use cases, the majority of this deluge of data has to be processed where
and when it is produced, i.e., on the edge device itself. This includes the realtime processing of incoming data through a dedicated AI inference accelerator
as well as the selection and storage of relevant new data for retraining of the
local model through a dedicated training accelerator.
Processing this huge amount of data consumes a significant amount of power
in our selected use cases: For example, according to [20] the current control units
for autonomous driving like Audi’s zFAS, Nvidia’s Xavier or Tesla’s FSD, have a
power consumption between 75 W and 500 W. For both, combustion-engine and
electric cars, this power consumption will reduce the driving range significantly.
Therefore, it is important to design an edge device which is sufficiently flexible to
handle a wide range of functions, and is energy efficient for the sensor processing
and inference of neural networks, but also very high performing in the training for
the FL. In [4] the Intel’s neuromorphic research processor Loihi (Wolf Mountain
board) was benchmarked againts CPU (Xeon E5- 2630), GPU (Quadro K4000),
Jetson TX1, and Movidius NCS for the keyword spotting application, leading to
a lowest mean power consumption of 0.27 mJ per inference for Loihi.
To support these fundamentally different workloads, we rely on an energy
efficient design for our heterogeneous platform (cf. Figure 3): The inference system is always active and continuously processes input data. A dedicated RISC-V
management core orchestrates the SNN core and other accelerators and stores
potential new training data in an energy efficient NVM. The SNN core realizes
the neural network processing in hardware and is therefore more efficient than
software solutions. An HPC core is used for the training and also implements the
cloud communication for FL. It is inactive most of the time to reduce power consumption. Once a certain mass of new training data is collected, and when the
system is not in operation mode, training is started on this core. With respect
to our use cases, an example for such an idle situation would be the charging of
an electric vehicle. In Sections 5.1 we detail the SNN core of the inference subsystem, and in Section 5.2 we describe the HPC core of the training subsystem,
respectively.
5.1

The SNN Accelerator Core

In order to minimize power-consumption during the always-on inference operation, we develop a dedicated, mixed-signal inference accelerator for SNNs. This
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approach combines the respective benefits of both analog and digital design: On
the one hand, it allows us to compute the demanding Multiply-Accumulate Operations (MACs), which account for most of the computational cost of DNNs, in
very power- and area-efficient analog circuits [42]. On the other hand, the inherently binary, event-driven communication of SNN obviates the need for sensitive
analog signal paths and allows for a highly scalable digital package-routing design.
Moreover, by incorporating either Static Random Access Memories (SRAM)
or NVM elements (or “memristors”) such as Ferroelectric Field-Effect Transistors
(FeFETs) directly into the analog circuit, we can co-localize memory storage and
computation and thus minimize data transfers. In the last few years, various
architectures [6] have used embedded in-memory computing to overcome limited
storage density, to reduce static leakage and to provide a wake-up possibility for
extreme low power consumption. The main disadvantage of NVMs to date are
their often lower maturity and endurance in comparison to SRAMs.
Since both SNNs and homomorphic encryption are ultimately memory bound
operations, they stand to gain considerably from in-memory computing [16],
in particular when a weight stationary implementation is chosen, where the
coefficients are persistently stored in the NVM cells. However, meeting the low
required device-to-device variation in ultra-scaled memory cells is challenging.
In SEC-Learn, we investigate energy efficient, high performance FeFETs as
NVM cells. FeFETs have been shown to operate at very high energy efficiency
for binary and multi-precision convolutional neural networks [2, 39], and we
expect this to apply to SNNs, as well. The influence of device-to-device variation
on the synaptic behavior of SNNs was investigated, and SNNs were shown to
be resilient with respect to such variations, e.g. due to temporal sparsity of
the input activation. With optimized peripheral circuits specialized to improve
power and area efficiency, the FeFET inaccuracies can be improved both on the
single block level and on the overall system level [40]. This makes spike encoded
operations possible in the range of < 1fJ per spike. The synaptic efficiency can be
extended further by implementation of Multi-Level Cell (MLC) storage, which
was experimentally shown for 3-bit MLC FeFETs [26, 22]. Furthermore, analog
switching is possible, which can extent to a larger bitdepth [24].
To combine the benefits of analog in-memory computing and digital communication, we use a hierarchical approach that connects highly integrated, configurable Neuromorphic Processing Units (NPUs) through a tiered, heterogeneous
Network-On-Chip (NoC) infrastructure. Each NPU in this network consists of a
small sub-network of custom dual-output integrate-and-fire neurons (akin to the
concatenated ReLU activation function in conventional DNNs [38]). The neurons are connected through a crossbar arrangement of synaptic connections that
is optimized for some specific type of operation, e.g. 1D convolution or matrix
multiplication. These internally analog NPUs are interconnected through a scalable, digital communication network that uses a modified version of the Address
Event Representation (AER) protocol [9].
The on-chip communication network is critical for performance, and must
be designed with the specific requirements of SNNs in mind: Some current neuromorphic designs, such as the MIT EYERISS chip [6], utilize a lightweight
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Fig. 4: System-level SNN Accelerator Design
mesh network, where the neighbouring processing elements can be directly connected to each other. Most SNN accelerators like SpiNNaker [12], however, use a
meshed package-routing system in order to achieve a higher degree of flexibility.
We instead opt for a tiled, hierarchical network, which we believe results in an
optimal trade-off between latency, area, and design complexity. Figure 4 shows
a preliminary chip-level design. A reconfigurable mesh network connects the individual NPUs within each tile, and the tiles are in turn connected through a
high-bandwidth ring bus. Such a hierarchical network offers a good compromise
for two different types of computations:
– Intra-layer computation: Computations within a given SNN layer have to be
highly synchronized. A sufficiently large tile of densely interconnected NPUs
allows computing an entire NN layer in parallel, which is highly beneficial
for performance [27].
– Inter-layer computation: Since the data-flow in a deep neural network is
mostly unidirectional, individual layers can be processed sequentially. A ring
bus is therefore sufficient.
A critical design challenge arises from the asynchronous, real-time dynamics
of SNNs as well as from the use of NVM elements, both of which endow the
NPUs with a persistent internal state and thus complicate time-multiplexing.
An efficient implementation of an SNN on our hardware therefore requires an
optimized, automated mapping of the model onto the available NPUs and tiles to
maximally parallelize operations while minimizing data transfer. This process,
much alike high-level synthesis on field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs),
requires new algorithms and software tools, which we co-develop alongside the
hardware in the SEC-Learn project (c.f. Section 6).
5.2

The HPC Training Core

In contrast to the “online” inference, retraining of the model is a more complex
and computing intensive operation that should occur “offline”, i.e. when the system is idle or connected to a power source. Nevertheless, also during training
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Fig. 5: Virtual Prototype of the SEC-Learn Ecosystem

energy efficiency is key. Due to these fundamentally different requirements, we
delegate retraining of the local model to a dedicated training accelerator which
will be integrated into the HPC core. The accelerator is based on the Stenciland Tensor-Accelerator (STX) which is developed within the European Processor Initiative (EPI)15 . The STX leverages parts of the PULP architecture [8]
for scalable and energy efficient acceleration devices by using software managed
scratchpad memories, efficient RISC-V cores and specific acceleration units for
tensor and stencil operations. The acceleration units are designed around the
concept of local dependencies and staticly structured access patterns such as
those encountered in dense calculations like in convolutions or spare calculations
such as star-shaped stencil operations. They implement hardware loops and efficient offset address calculations and are fully programmable via openMP. The
optimized Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) compiler backend takes care of
the optimization passes and optimal instruction schedules.

6

Virtual Engineering and Neural Network Design

The development of such a complex system as the SEC-Learn ecosystem presented above is a challenging endeavour that requires the seamless integration of
many heterogeneous components, each of which is developed by different teams
using diverse technologies from the presented technology stack (cf. Figure 2).
To ensure a close integration, detect errors early on, and to evaluate all components already during development, we implement a virtual prototype, which
15
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consists of software simulation models at various levels of abstraction. Since the
ecosystem itself is very heterogeneous, also the virtual platform will consist of
heterogeneous simulation models. The main challenge in the design of this virtual prototype is to find the correct level of abstraction in order to find a good
trade-off between simulation speed and accuracy. For this reason we use the simulation coupling framework FERAL [23], which offers a seamless integration and
time synchronization of the different models of computation. Figure 5 shows the
virtual platform of the SEC-Learn ecosystem. It consists of two main simulation
loops, first the inference loop and second the training loop.
For the inference loop, for instance, Carla [11] is used for the automotive use
case in order to simulate the environment. It is an open-source simulator based
on the Unreal gaming engine that specifically addresses the needs of autonomous
driving research. The environmental data, generated by virtual sensors, is used
as stimuli for the simulated edge device.
In order to integrate the SNN accelerator into the entire SEC-Learn virtual
platform, a bottom-up modelling approach is followed. Since the goal is to enable
an as-fast-as-possible simulation, the analog SNN level has to be abstracted into a
more computation-friendly representation. The model, however, must include the
major effects of the SNN accelerator. Therefore, we follow a split approach using
(1) a non-spiking DNN representation based on TensorFlow [28] and (2) the fast
system-level modelling language SystemC/TLM as an interface to the other edge
device components. By avoiding transient spiking signals of an analog model, the
computation time reduces significantly. At the same time, the non-ideal effects
of the transistor-level SNNs are approximated based on characterization of, e.g.,
neuron accuracy, time-delays, and power consumption. The related accuracy
loss is to be traded-off with the simulation speed required. As first step, the
TensorFlow model is adapted accordingly to represent the accuracy. Second, it
is wrapped by SystemC in order to interface seamlessly with the abstraction
levels that support this modelling language, and to include timing effects.
For the simulation of memories we rely on the DRAMSys [41] framework.
For the other models, e.g. the training and management core of the edge we
are using custom SystemC implementations or Register-Transfer-Level (RTL)
implementations, which have been converted to SystemC by using the Verilator
tool. For the simulation of the training loop we use the Software In the Loop
(SiL) principle by executing the actual cloud software and coupling it to one
edge device by using the FERAL framework.
As mentioned in Section 5.1, the target platform has properties that constrain
the design space of the DNNs which shall be executed on the device and at the
same time yield the desired performance of the application. Using off-the-shelf
DNN topologies for this purpose, is not only sub-optimal, but can also negate
the efficiency gains from special hardware, if the topology is chosen too unfavorably for the platform. Therefore DNNs must be designed with the hardware
in mind. While the design space is too large to be efficiently explored manually,
its exploration can be automatized by methods of Neural Architecture Search
(NAS).
We introduce our optimization framework called NAS Engine (NASE), which
is specifically designed to incorporate hardware awareness into the exploration
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process. First, the search space of the NAS is tailored to the underlying hardware
platform based on our virtual prototype. So the found topologies are guaranteed
to be executable on the SEC-Learn architecture, including aspects like memory
size for intermediate values and the quantization of weights and feature maps.
Second, the optimization targets and constraints for the hardware are formulated
as objectives, which possibly can be non-differentiable functions or look-up tables. NASE is configured for the SNN accelerator by taking into account aspects
like the package routing network, on-chip memory constraints, limited range of
the weights, robustness to device variations, etc., so that the mapping of the
SNN to the NPU tiles can be performed at maximal efficiency, while also ensuring application performance.
Since the number of hardware constraints and objectives is large, it is imperative that the optimization algorithm can efficiently cope with high-dimensional
optimization spaces. The selection of DNN candidates in NASE is based on a
multi-stage bayesian approach, which allows to identify intelligently promising
design space regions and reduces the computational workload. The DNN candidates are trained in parallel by using our own dynamic runtime scheduler for
HPC clusters (DART), which is able to not only distribute the training tasks,
but also to perform other time-consuming optimizations like quantization finetuning, so that NASE scales with complex applications and search spaces.
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this position paper, we present the SEC-Learn ecosystem, which combines
neuromorphic embedded architectures with the idea of federated learning in the
cloud. We emphasize that for the holistic development of such an energy efficient
and data protecting edge-cloud system all technology levels from the application
down to the transistor level must be considered. A virtual prototype is implemented to ensure close integration, and early evaluations. After the successful
demonstration with our prototype we plan to manufacture a demonstration chip,
and provide performance and power estimations for concrete use cases.
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